### AlwaysCare has negotiated special fees with thousands of optical locations for extra purchases of lenses and coatings, frames, contact lenses and other products. These discounts may be used in conjunction with your insurance transaction for non-covered services as well as with additional purchases. Providers identified as “Value Added (VA)” or “Service Plus (SP)” in the AlwaysCare Online Directory offer the following additional values. Members receive the fully insured plan allowances minus any co-pays towards everyday retail prices at Walmart, Sam’s Club and Costco locations.*

### Value Added Providers (VA)

#### Lens Options – Add-ons for insured purchases:
- UV Coating – $15
- Solid Tinting / Gradient Tinting – $15
- Standard scratch resistance coating – $15
- Standard anti-reflective coating – $45
- Premium anti-reflective coating – $70
- Ultra anti-reflective coating – 20% discount
- Polarized – $75
- Transition – $75
- Progressive Lenses:
  - Standard — $110
  - Premium — $170
  - Ultra — Member receives a 20% discount

#### Purchase a second pair of glasses or contact lenses and receive preferred pricing:

- Lenses
  - Single vision plastic lenses – $40
  - Bifocal plastic lenses – $60
  - Trifocal – $70
  - Progressive lenses (Standard) – $110
  - Progressive lenses (Premium and Ultra) – 20% discount

- Frames – Up to 35% discount

- Contact Lenses – 5 - 15% discount, depending on type

- Other Products – 20% discount on non-prescription sunglasses and other ancillary products / solutions**

### Service Plus Providers (SP)

#### Receive 20% discount for the following add-ons to insured purchases:
- UV Coating
- Solid Tinting / Gradient Tinting
- Standard scratch resistance coating
- Standard anti-reflective coating
- Premium anti-reflective coating
- Transition
- Standard Polycarbonate

#### Optical Materials

- Standard Polycarbonate – $40
- High Index (Single Vision)
  - 1.66+ – 20% discount
- High Index (Multi-focal)
  - 1.56-1.60 – $75
  - 1.66+ – 20% discount

- UV Coating
- Solid Tinting / Gradient Tinting
- Standard scratch resistance coating
- Standard anti-reflective coating

These schedules are subject to change without notice. Added value discounts may not be available in all geographical areas and vary by network. Many Providers are not able to offer discounts on "Prestige" frames. Special lens packages which combine numerous lens enhancements at value price points are not covered by these added value programs. Cannot be combined with any other promotions or discounts.

*Additional discounts are not applicable. **Some retail chains sell sunglasses in departments outside of their optical shops where discounts do not apply.